Applying for jobs

It is 9:00 a.m. and Jacob is back at the library!
Jacob is still using Illinois workNet to look for job opportunities.
So far, Jacob has decided which jobs to consider; printed several job record
search worksheets to organize his job search; and prepared both documents he
will need: his resume and a general cover letter. He also located and
bookmarked job openings using the JobFinder.
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Applying to a job can take several hours. Besides the documents he has
prepared and all the work he has done, Jacob will need to modify his cover letter,
navigate to different websites, and create accounts on career sites.

This step can be difficult, and Jacob needs to keep himself motivated and ask for
help whenever he needs it.
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Click the area of the page where Jacob has to type the URL to get to the
Illinoisworknet website.
Help Jacob get to Illinois workNet by typing illinoisworkNet.com in the address
bar, then press “Enter”.

Now select the correct icon to access his account.
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Jacob needs to locate the jobs he has bookmarked in his profile. From the tabs
at the top, click on the Bookmarks tab to display the jobs Jacob has planned to
apply for.

He saved these job postings on his last visit. He pulls the printed worksheet from
his folder as he gets ready to apply to the first job.
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Applying for a job online requires more than one website to be open at the same
time.
He opens a job from his list by clicking on the link to review the responsibilities
and qualifications. He notices that now he has two tabs open.
Tabs are the rectangular areas at the top of the screen that allow Jacob to move
between one website and another.

His nephew Christopher told him to be careful not to click on the “x” or the tab will
close.
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Even the most experienced computer user will sometimes accidentally close a
tab. If this happens to Jacob, his nephew told him to use the combination of the
three keys CTRL+SHIFT+T together in order to reopen the closed tab.
Help Jacob navigate back to the Illinois workNet tab, by clicking on the tab that
shows the Illinois workNet icon.

Now click again in the job posting tab to read the job description.
This looks like a good job for Jacob: He has a high school diploma, and
experience in using and operating lift trucks, and experience in a packaging
environment.
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He clicks the “Apply on Company Site” link because it is the only option to apply
for this job.

Jacob has never applied for a job online.
His nephew Christopher told him he needs to check the website address and if
he sees an S after the http letters, then he knows that the website is secure.

He reads at the top: “By continuing to use and navigate this website, you are
agreeing to the use of cookies” and wonders what that means.
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Many websites use cookies to provide a more personalized experience to people
visiting the site. He doesn’t need to worry about accepting this in secure sites. He
clicks Accept and continues reading.

He could search for jobs on this company’s career website; but he already has
the job he wants to apply to.
Instead of using the search areas, Jacob scrolls down to review the job once
more. He needs to make sure the application on the company site is the same as
the one he bookmarked.
Because he already has a resume and a cover letter, he clicks on “Apply now.”
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He sees two options, but he doesn’t have a LinkedIn account, in fact he is not
even sure what that is! He thinks is best option is to just click “Apply now”.

Jacob sees a “Sign in” page. Just like Illinois workNet, it is a common practice for
companies to require applicants to create an account on their Career sites.
Jacob previously learned that the first time he uses a website that requires an
account, he needs to fill out a form.
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Jacob has never used this website before. What should he do?
a) click on the “Create an account” link to create his account
b) write his email and password and click “Sign In”
c) click on “Forgot your password?”
d) leave the website without doing anything

He clicks create an account and now a form appears.

Jacob is familiar with these kinds of forms now. He knows he needs to provide
information for all the fields marked with an asterisk.
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He types his email twice to eliminate the risk of making a mistake as this is the
only way that the company can communicate with him.
He then selects a password -preferably different from his password in Illinois
workNet. When he clicks the field to type his password, he sees the password
conditions.
He is familiar with the requirements for passwords. In this case, it must be at
least 8 characters long, but no longer than 128 characters, must contain at least
one upper case and one lower case letter, must contain at least one number or
punctuation character, and must not contain space or special characters.
Keeping passwords secure can be tricky; Jacob decided to type the password,
he does it twice and then he writes it in his worksheet in the notes section. He
needs to keep that worksheet in a secure place!
He continues with the form and types his name and last name. He selects United
States and decides to keep his profile visible only for jobs he applies for. He
unchecks notifications so he doesn’t receive unwanted emails.
Now he clicks on the link “Read and accept the data privacy statement.”
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This link opens a window with the “Terms of Use.” Jacob previously learned that
these are agreements protecting people's personal information submitted through
the company’s website, like his email, and protecting the right of the company to
use that data for their needs, like for communicating with him during the hiring
process.

What should Jacob do at this point?
1. Jacob needs to click on Accept
2. Jacob needs to click on Decline
3. Jacob needs to click on Print
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He clicks to Accept and the window closes.

Now the form is completed, and he clicks Create Account.
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Jacob needs to do one more thing before he can apply for the job he found. He
needs to:
• Go to the login page again to use his account
• Go to his email to verify his account
• Do nothing

He navigates to his email and sees a welcome email confirming his account.
Now that he has an account, he needs to go back to the page with the job.
He navigates back to Illinois workNet to locate his bookmarks and clicks on the
job again.
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He clicks “Apply now”, like he did before--this time, now that he has an account,
he sees the job application form.

He sees he can upload a resume and a cover letter.
Jacob will need to download his resume from Illinois workNet.
Jacob remembered that he needs to be careful not to click on the “x” or the tab
will be closed.
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Help Jacob navigate to the Illinois workNet tab by clicking on the rectangular
area near the top of the screen with the Illinois workNet logo.

He navigates to the Resume Builder to find his resume and downloads the pdf
version.
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The pdf version is the most secure version to use to upload on a job site. This
version doesn’t allow changes to be made, and as such, it will guarantee that the
resume will be perfectly formatted when the hiring manager receives it.

Now he goes back to the job application tab and clicks Upload a Resume.
Because he just downloaded his resume to the computer he is using today, he
selects “Upload from Device” to locate the file with his resume.
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After the upload is completed, he sees the name of his file in the document
upload.

Now he needs to navigate back to the Resume Builder to download his cover
letter.
He navigates to the Resume Builder tab and makes the necessary changes to
customize his cover letter for his next job application.
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He adds the name of the company and highlights the skills he has from the
description of the job for which the company is hiring.
He saves the changes and downloads the cover letter to the computer.

Now Jacob needs to go back to the company career site tab.
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He clicks on Upload Cover Letter.
He selects “Upload from Device” because he just downloaded his cover letter to
the computer.

He locates the file and clicks upload.
Now he needs to verify the information that was transferred from his resume to
the application form.
Some information seems correctly captured, but not all of the information has
passed to the online form.
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He needs to add information to complete the application form. He knows that the
required information is commonly marked with a star or asterisk. He can choose
not to disclose information if given the option.

This is the most tedious part of getting a job, because filling out each application
can take hours; but Jacob has to do it very carefully to increase his chances of
getting the job.

Most career sites allow to save an application in progress to continue later, but
he knows he is almost finished, so he decides to continue.
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Once he has entered all the required information and answered all the required
questions, he can click “Apply”.

Jacob’s 2 hours of computer use at the library have passed. He will come back
tomorrow to apply to one of the other three jobs left in his Bookmarks.
Before leaving the library, Jacob needs to sign out from the websites and close
all the tabs he opened.
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